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Deborah T. Levenson, Adiós Niño: The Gangs of Guatemala City and the Politics of Death 

(Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2013) pp. ix + 183, $23.95 pb. 

 

“’The child, the future of nations, must be tended to with all the elements necessary to the 

production of civilization, progress and social perfection’” (1). This quote by Ramon Rosa is 

one of the many that Deborah Levenson included at the beginning of each chapter in Adiós 

Niño. In particular, this quote can be interpreted as a precursor to the rest of the book which is 

written with deep empathy towards the so-called “child.” Levenson as a Professor in History, 

specialized specifically in Guatemalan history, frames her stories of the gangs in Guatemala, 

also called Maras, excellently. Furthermore, Levenson draws on her earlier field research 

from 1988 and her interviews with youths from the Maras. A mere 144 pages long, this book 

is a relatively quick read, however, not a light-hearted one. While written in clear language, 

Levenson does not shy away from telling extremely violent and graphic stories of the realities 

surrounding the Guatemalan army and the Mara gangs. However, Levenson warns the reader 

beforehand and argues that the explicitly violent stories cannot be left out since this will 

further “the silence surrounding it” (16). The mix of stories of extreme violence combined 

with emphatic writing about some of the perpetrators of this violence makes for an interesting 

read.  

 While the title reads Adiós Niño, Levenson does not want us to say adiós to the 

children in the Maras. Thinking about gangs such as Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13) or Mara 18, 

images of adults covered in ink showing gang signs pop up immediately. However, most 

members of these large gangs are no older than twenty-two and already enter the gang when 

they are in their early teens. Furthermore, not all gang members have tattoos. Levenson 

attempts to show this contrasting view through the use of pictures, mostly of young 

Guatemalan boys, who are also members of the gangs, simply hanging out. By the same 

token, the youth from the gangs are often thought of as being simply bad, or malo. This is not 

strange as the youth themselves propagate this image, they sustain the negativity surrounding 

them (93). Levenson also attempts to counter this image throughout the entire course of the 

book by telling the complex historical narrative of how the Maras came to be.  

In five chronologically structured chapters Levenson tells the extraordinary and still 

on-going story of the Maras. Chapter one gives a historical background of the environment 

from which the Maras arose. Chapter two starts the tale of the emergence of the Maras in the 

1980s and the emergence of these spaces for youth to find their identity and gain 

understanding and support from one another. Chapter three continues this tale into the 1990s 

and shows the transformation of the Maras into ultra-violent criminal gangs.  
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Chapter four discusses the countermeasures against the Maras and the failing of such 

measures. Finally, chapter five presents the current opportunities and examples of former 

gang members.  

Levenson draws a clear line between the Guatemalan civil war that raged from 1960 to 

1996 and the formation and eventual transformation of the Maras. The genocide committed 

during the war left many children homeless and also left a deep sense of grief that was 

silenced by the government. Furthermore, violence penetrated families in the form of 

domestic abuse. Because of this, children desperately sought for spaces in which they could 

gain understanding and live their lives without such suffering. The first Mara groups offered 

such spaces. However, the deep scars of the war and the increase in weaponry and use of 

these groups by army professionals steadily transformed them into the gangs known today.  

By drawing a very direct line between the civil war and the evolution of the Maras, Levenson 

might have left out other causes for their emergence, nevertheless, she makes a compelling 

argument. 

 A great strength of the book is the use of primary sources in the form of interviews 

with actual gang members. While Levenson also includes plenty of secondary academic 

sources, the inclusion of the interviews provides deeper meaning. As a reader you gain 

understanding into the lives of the gang members, that is, you empathise with these youths. 

However, some of the answers also limit your understanding. For example, one of the youth 

responses to the violence was merely “’[a]si es’ (it just is like that)” (93). Such answers do not 

provide a deeper insight into the thoughts of the Mara members. Levenson links such vague 

answers to the general thought about the civil war in which nobody really knew what it was 

about. However, this connection seems farfetched. As mentioned earlier, Levenson also 

includes academic sources, featuring famous names such as studies by Foucault and Frankl. 

Especially the inclusion of Frankl’s ideas about the meaning of life is interesting. While in no 

way comparable to the Nazi death camps, the youths in the gangs are part of an almost 

inescapable horrific reality in which they have to give meaning to their lives in order to 

continue living. Despite the atrocious violence, there are always signs of hope in the forms of 

youth shelters and the stories of those who quit their gang successfully. 

 The author concludes that the story of the Maras is still un-going. Yet, there is a 

positive trend going on with youth stepping out of their gangs and joining theatre groups for 

example to create new open spaces for other youth to participate in. However, several of those 

who stepped out of the gang were “green lighted,” meaning that their gang issued their deaths 

as being permissible. While many are killed as a consequence of quitting their gangs, some 
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are still brave enough to do so, they represent a larger movement for the improvement of 

conditions. Let us hope that this movement does not come to stop for a ‘red light.’   


